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ABSTRACT

The Journal of Environmental Radioactivity JER) has been published for the last 20 years, an
important time fiwne for the discipline of radioccology. Certainly the study of radioecology
accelerated following the Chernobyl incident. As the discipline moves forward, there will be less
emphasis on that incident, and scientists will find a new focus. Issues related to waste management
and decommissioning may come to the fore. There is also a large effort world-wide-to deal more
quantitatively with the estimation of dose and consequences to nonhuman biota. All researchers in
radioecology will have opinions on what topics are important now and will be important in the future.
Inde4 Policy Board members and Associate Editors of JER have provided a number of Editorials in
the Millennium Editorial Series with their perspectives. his paper explores the trends aong papers
published in JER since 1995, using the ScienceDirect on-line search capability to objectively
categorize the papers and quantify the relative numbers of contributions. Obviously, this is somewhat
imperfect, but it does provide an index of what has been important in radioecology, and provides some
quantification to recent statements about the future of radioecology.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Radioecology is an unusual discipline. Few universities offer formal training in radioecology,

and many practicing radioccologists have learned 'on the job', bringing to radioecology important
knowledge from other more common disciplines. Similarly, research in radioecology is published in
various journals whose primary mandate seems to hav6 little to do with radioecology. None the less,
since it was founded by Dr. Murdoch Baxter, the Journal of Environmental Radioactivity JER) has
captured many of the key papers in radioecology and has continued to grow.

Interest in radioecology has had several peaks, one in the 1970's associated with
understanding the threat of nuclear war, and another in the 1980's and 1990's to follow the effects of
the Chernobyl accident. Future emphasis may deal more with the decommissioning of nuclear
facilities and the opening of nuclear waste disposal facilities. Policy Board members and Associate
Editors of JER have provided a number of Editorials in the Millennium Editorial Series with their
perspectives for the future (e.g., Hunter 20011", Polikarpov 200 1[2), Salbu 200113�. In order to look
forward, it is always instructive to look back. Tis paper explores and quantifies the results of
radioecology, as mirrored in the papers published in JER.

The objective was to explore a number of hypotheses about radioecology as shown by the
papers in JER. Use of an electronic database was considered important so that quantification of the
numbers of papers on each topic was determined objectively. Issues such as the radionuclides studied,
the evironments tudied, the countries doing the work, the integration of risk computations and the
recent change to nonhuman impacts were investigated.
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2. MIETHODS

The on-line search and document retrieval capabilities of ScienceDirect were used. At present,
this database includes a papers published in ER since 1995, searchable by title, keyword, abstract,
full tex, author and institution. he searches were directed to different levels to best address the
questions. For example, to identify the radionuclides studied, the search was limited to title, keywords
and abstract. For other questions, it was more appropriate to search the full text, which still includes
tide, keywords and abstract The search pararneters are mentioned during the discussion of each of the
topics.

'Me numbers of papers fbr each search topic are reported, recognizing that this is imperfect
because the search phrases may appear in a paper without necessarily reflecting the topic of the paper.
In order to more fidly understand the results, sarnple papers were evaluated in more detail.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Overview

About I 00 papers have 250 -
been published in JER since 200 - 0

1995 a remarkable amount of 150 -
information. The growth rate 100
(Fig. 1) has been linear in the 50 -
last five years, with 25 more Cs 0
papers each year. This is 14% 1995 1997 1999 2001 2003
to 25% growth per annurn. Not year
many research institutes have
seen that rate of increase in

research funding. This suggests Figure 1. Numbers of papers published in JER 1995 to
that radioecology has managed

2002.to attract funding, although it
does not necessarily mean that
the discipline is growing.

3.2 Radionuclides of Concern

One of the challenges of radioecology is the very large number of radionuclides that result
from the various nuclear activities in the world. Depending on the nuclear activity, it is not unusual to
require radioecological data for over 50 elements, and at least as many radionuclides. 'Me result has
been a dramatic emphasis on a few radionuclides considered especially important, and almost no
research on many others. This is very evident in a search of the titles, keywords and abstracts In
Table 1, the numbers of papers listing specific elements are shown. For each, the most common
radioisotope was included in the search term. For carbon, the word carbon was often used in reference
to organic matter, and so was not a useful search term without specifying the isotope.
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Table 1. Ntunbers of papers 1995 to 2002, in decreasing order, that cited the following elements and
associated radionuclides in the title, keywords or abstracL

Element Element Element
cesium 345 plutonium 71 iodine 22
uranium 134 thorium 49 technetium 20
strontium 119 tritium 28 carbon (14C only) 12
radon 109 cobalt 26 neptuniurn 7
lead 74 manganese 24 chlorine (36CI only) I

There is little surprise that Cs, especially 137CS, is the most studied radionuclide. It, along with
9OSr, is a dominant source of dose for many contemporary and historic facilities and events. It may
well merit the more than 2.5-fold greater effort than for the next most important radionuclide.
However, one wonders if it may be more fruitfW at this point to place emphasis elsewhere. Some of
the papers use the bomb-pulse of 137Cs as a tool to investigate processes such as erosion, so the interest
is broader than simply dose estimation. There is a decreasing fi-action of papers in ER that cite Cs
(Fig. 2, indicating that other radionuclides may become of greater interest.

0 The next most prevalent group of
0 60 - radionuclides is primordial, including
CD 50 isotopes of U, h and Pb. Interest in
.U 40 - these is not solely for dose estimation,
1! there are aspects of mineral
S. -,e 30 -
2. 20 - prospecting among the papers. In
%_ addition, several of these
0 10 radionuclides, and especially 2 Pb,
C
't 0 - are used for dating of sediments and
10 geological materials. An important
1. 1995 1997 1999 2001 2003U. related radionuclide is 222Rn. This

ubiquitous radionuclide is a dominant

Figure 2 Fraction of papers that cited Cs in their title, contributor to background radiation
keywords or astract each year from 1995 to 2002. dose, and is one where common

people have effective means to control
their personal exposure. In addition,

measurement of 222Rn can be done without expensive equipment, and so it is an attractive subject for
laboratories that are less-well equipped.

Tritium and C represent unique opportunities for radioecologists to interact with scientists
from other disciplines, and thus far they are not often reported in JER. Both H and C are the most
basic building blocks of life, so the incorporation of H and 14C into biological tissues has very broad
interest. It may be that much of the research on these radioncuclides is directed to other journals
because of this. 'Me behaviour of these radionuclides as emissions from contemporary nuclear
facilities is still urgently in need of investigation. Most interesting would be a more complete
understanding of when and where these radionuclides behave in the same manner as the stable
elements, and when they behave differently.

An interesting observation is that the radionuclides most often problematic for long-term fuel
waste management, 'C, 36CI, 99Tc and 129I, are not often reported in JER. Indeed, the one paper that
mentioned 36CI (Sheppard et al. 1998)141 dealt only with the stable element. These radionuclides were
reported less than one-tenth as frequently as 137CS. The frequency to reporting is almost unchanged
with time, there were 26 papers (8% of total) reported these radionuclides from 1995 to 1998 and 29
papers 4% of total) from 1999 to 2002. Surely this is an opportunity for further research.
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3.3 Countries Involved

It is possible to search the ailiations listed for the authors, and in general these include the
name of the country. It is not unusual for the co-authors of any one paper to a come from different
countries, so that any one paper could be affiliated with a number of countries. Indeed, there have
been concerted efforts to integrate globally, in part because of the ned to integrate eastern and western
Europe, and in part because public and political perceptions favour science that is supported by
multiple countries.

The list of affiliation countries has a fimiliar ordering (Table 2, roughly the same order as
would reflect the size of the nuclear power industry in each country. There is almost certainly a
geographic effect, ER is based in the K and he Netherlands, and the founding Editor was based in
Scotland for many years, so the large number of papers from the UK is not unexpected. There is
probably a language effect, that English-speaking countries may be more often represented in ER than
others with similar research output.

Table 2 Numbers of papers 1995 to 2002, in decreasing order, that cited the following countries in the
address of any one of the authors.

Country N Country Country
UK 157 Poland 22 China 7
USA 93 Denmark 22 Australia 7

Sweden 7 India 2 Monaco 6
Germany 72 Switzerland 19 Taiwan 5
Spain 69 Netherlands 16 Mexico 4
Japan 63 Hong Kong 15 Bulgaria 4
Rrussia 61 Belarus 15 Morocco 3
Italy 46 Ireland 14 Argentina 2
France 45 Turkey 14 Portugal 2
Canada 38 Korea 12 Israel 2
Norway 32 Pakistan 12 Algeria 2
Belgium 30 Hungary 10 Vietnam 2
Ukraine 29 Romania 9 New Zealand 2
Austria 24 Finland 8 Thailand I
Brazil 24 Saudi Arabia 8

lGreece 22 Egypt 8

It is interesting to 0
investigate if there is a change 0 250.C�
in the numbers of papers from Os 200-CD
various countries with time 150-
(Fig. 3. Comparing the coCD 100-
numbers of papers published in CDV_ 5 -
the four years 1999-2002 to IA

M 0those published 1995-1998
indicates that overall there was

oPa 200% increase in the total 9_40s ep co P
number of papers. Most of the 3 CP
top seven countries, the W
USA, Sweden, Germany, raw

and USSR, grew at a lesser rate Figure 3 Percent increase in numbers of papers from
19995-1998 to 1999-2002 for a papers and for the seven
countries that published the most in JER.
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dm the total number of papers, which means that other countries are becoming more active. This is
an excellent result, it indicates that JER, and perhaps radioecology, is becoming more global. It is very
interesting that the growth rate for papers from Japan significantly outpaced the other leading
countries, and grew faster than the total number of papers. This reflects a very notable increase in
world-leading radioecology research in Japan, and also the excellent work of Dr. Y. Ohmorno, the
Associate Editor for JER working from Aomori, and his colleagues who help with ER manuscripts.

3.4 Quantities Reported

The quantities 'activity' and 'concentration' were mentioned in over half the papers published
in JER, and clearly this reflects the emphasis of papers in JER to understand the behaviour of
radionuclides in the environment. Correspondingly, the unit B is very commonly used. Dose is less
commonly described, and this is as expected because not all of radioccology necessarily deals with
dose. The unit of dose to humans, Sv, is used much less = the term dose, indicating that it is not
common for dose to be computed (or that other units for dose were used). The unit of dose not
corrected for tissue weighting, the Gy, is rather uncommon in JER. This implies that there are not
many studies dealing with dose to non-human biota. This has become an important topic in many
jurisdictions, and there is an immense opportunity to scientifically contribute to this topic. It may be
one of the most rapidly growing aspects of radioecology.

Risk can be expressed quantitatively, and it is surprising that the term does not appear more
often in JER. It has many other meanings than health risk, including qualitative interpretations. None
the less, because risk is at least one of the regulatory endpoints important to the nuclear industry, it
may be reasonable to expect more papers in JER to deal quantitatively with risk. Indeed, as more of
the nuclear industry focus shifts to decommissioning and waste management, there will be greater
emphasis on a holistic approach to problems. Risk is an appropriate way to integrate much of the
information provided by radioecologists.

One special topics for radioecology is isotopic ratios and the related concepts of specific
activity, isotopic exchange and isotopic dilution. These concepts are widely used throughout
environmental science, and have also been a topic specifically encouraged in JER. The use of
primordial radionuclides in dating geological aterials is an example of studies of radioactivity in the
environment not directly related to dose and health. Certainly, there remain misconceptions of the
process of isotopic dilution. Many researchers assume the radiotracer will exactly tram the behaviour
of the stable element, as radioecologists we need to be alert to the exceptions to this rule. his is
particularly the case where isotopic dilution models are used in dose estimation.

Toxicity is not a commonly used term in JER papers. In many cases, radiation effects are
described with other terms, and only U is commonly attributed with important, chemical toxicity
effects. The reason U can be chemically toxic more often than radiotoxic is because, with a very long
half-life, it is nearly stable. This leads one to think about other long-lived radionuclides of toxic
elements, and 1291 is a possibility. Sheppard and Evenden 1995)1-51 evaluated the chemical toxicity of I
to terrestrial organisms, and concluded that it was possible for chemical toxicity to exceed radiological
toxicity for '29I in non-human biota.

3.5 Westone Events

The cycles of interest in radioecology has often been traced to the periodic occurrence of
milestone incidents. Initial interest was related to the survivability of nuclear conflict. 'Me major
event was the Chernobyl accident, and this was reflected in the word Chernobyl appearing in 289
papers 29% of the total from 1995 to 2002). Of course, very often this is just a reference to the
accidentasanexampleoftheneedfortheinfon-nationbeingpresented. Similarlythephrase'nuclear
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weapons' was often cited either as a source of the contamination being studied or as a justification for
the research (Table 3.

The next most common event-related phrase was Sellafield (Table 3, and clearly this
encompasses operating fitcilities as well as the notable accident. Ile relatively recent criticality
accident at JCO Company Ltd, Tokai-mura, seems to have been wll described. he interest in
Kosovo is largely the use of depleted U munitions, and Kola is largely related to dumping of nuclear
waste at sea. Three-Mile Island is rarely referenced, and indeed the 4 papers that used the phrase did
not deal with contamination from the accident, but merely cited it as an incident worthy of note.

Table 3 Numbers of papers 1995 to 2002, in decreasing order, that cited the following incident-
related phrases.

Search phrase Search phrase
Chernobyl 289 Kosovo 14

nuclear weapons 105 Kyshtym 12
Sellafield 60 Kola (Peninsula) 10
JCO (Company Ltd., Tokai-mura) 22 Three-Mile (Island) 4

3.6 Specific Topics

In order to explore some of the possibilities for future research, some specific topic areas were
searched. his was not an exhaustive search of all possibly relevant search terms, but was a
correlative search: how many papers referred to two terms that together could have a specific meaning.

Toxicity is referenced in about % of the papers (based on the full text), and of course may be
referring to toxicity of co-contaminants, radiological toxicity or chemical toxicity of radionuclides.
Chemical toxicity of radionuclides is a rther limited subject area, but has received recent interest in
part related to depleted U from munitions and other sources. Only papers used both the term toxicity
and U, and one used 1291 and toxicity. On closer examination, the toxicity mentioned in these papers
was often of co-contaminants such as heavy metals. Although the chemical toxicity of U may
dominate radiological impacts, this has not received a lot of attention by radioecologists publishing in
JER.

The issue of the protection of the environment is a potent research opportunity for
radioecologists. Jones et al. 2002)161 discuss some of the key components.

The use of radionuclides to trace historic events has a nmber of applications. he use of
21 OPb to date sediment cores is well established, although not necessarily simple (Smith 200 1)[7]. ne
concept is that 20Pb as a decay product of Rn is deposited to the sediment surface as the sediment is
formed. If one can assume a constant input of 2OPb, then the age of a given layer of sediment is
indicated by the activity concentration 2Pb. The major difficulty is that the surface layer of sediment
is disturbed and mixed by organisms and hydraulic processes. Some of the successful uses of 2'Vb to
date sediment cores include a mixing model in the computations. About 45 papers cited 2'oPb and
sediment', 15 cited 2'oPb and age', and 6 cited 2'oPb and dating'.

Dendrochronology, the use of tree rings to indicate the time-course of past contamination
events is also interesting. Waugh et al. 1998)1'1 even used both radionuclide geochronology and
dendrochronology to tace past incidents. Again with dendrochronology, there is the P roblem that
contaminants may migrate laterally through the wood. Studies have been done with 1 7Cs, and because
K is so mobile in plants, it takes some care to ensure the 117Cs as measured is correlated to the amount
deposited in the tree ring. Dendrochronology with 14C is especially interesting, because any 4C
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incorporated into the ellulose of the wood will surely not be subject t movement. lsogai et al.
(2002)191 used tis to examine releases from Sellafield.

Chemical speciation is obviously important to the behaviour of all radionuclides, to varying
degrees. Assessment models to date have used the simplistic and probably appropriate Kd model to
deal with solid/liquid phase partitioning. About 29 papers used the term Kd, and a further 9 used
Opartition coefficiene and did not use Kd. However, the assessment models have been less able to
accommodate our present understanding of the chemical speciation of radionuclides. The
corresponding terms have been used with some ftequency in JER papers: 42 used'oxidation', 35 used
'redox', 35 used 'speciation', and 14 used both 'oxidation' and 'reduction'. In some cases, such as for
Tc, the knowledge about chemical speciation has been reflected in the assessment models by adjusting
the Kd to reflect either oxidising or reducing conditions. Bennett and Willey 2002)1'01 have a good
review of speciation and Te transfer to plants, Transfers to plants and animals can be similarly
adjusted. As yet, there have been few models that explicitly predict the geochemical environment for
radionuclides, particularly the effects of diffusion Of O2 into soils and sediments, so that chemical
speciation can be a predicted quantity rather than an empirical adjustment. This is an extremely
important area for the development of radioecology, and is one where the lead may come from the
work being done with non-radioactive heavy metals.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper uses publication in the Journal of Environmental Radioactivity JER) as an index of
the discipline of radioccology. Specifically, the papers published from 1995 to 2002 were
electronically searched to reveal trends. Many of the trends were as expected, Cs and U were the two
most-cited elements. The interest in Cs was as high as 50% of the papers in 1995, and has decreased
to less than 35% in 2002. This means that other radionuclides now receive more attention. Some
potentially important radionuclides, such as 60, remain almost untouched. Terrestrial environments
dominate the research, with marine and freshwater next in interest. The transitions between these
environments, such as wetlands and tidal flats, have apparently received less attention, yet they must
be scientifically very interesting because of the gradients in geochemistry and materials. The countries
affiliated with the authors also reveal an interesting change with time. As expected, the dominant
countries for publishing are the dominant countries in the nuclear industry. However, the fraction of
papers from these countries has decreased with time, indicating that many other countries are now
supporting research in radioecology. An interesting exception is Japan, there has been a marked
increase in the numbers of papers from Japan, indicating a very strong interest in radioecology. The
topics of the papers seem to focus on concentrations in the environment, with a secondary interest in
dose as a quantity. Far less prevalent are the concepts of risk and toxicity, areas where radioecologists
might well expand their interests. Finally, terms related to chemical speciation are used relatively
often, but this author suggests that this information has not been utilised to die extent it could in safety
assessment modeling.
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